
General Relativity

Einstein suggested several experiments :

 The deflection of the light  by the sun 

 The perihelion advance of Mercury

 The gravitational red shift of spectral lines
 

 The time delay of an electromagnetic wave travelling in 
 a gravitational field

  Time relativity 



The deflection of the light  by the sun



The deflection of the light  by the sun. 
Theoretical predictions

In 1920 they did not know whether the 
photons had a mass or not.
Thus one can use Newton gravitation to 
compute the deflections.

α



The deflection of the light  by the sun. 
Theoretical predictions

From Newton gravitation 

From General Relativity 

M=solar mass = 2 1030 kg  ,  G= 6.7 10-11 m3 Kg-1 s-2 ,  
d=ds= radius of the sun=  7  108 m, dTS= Earth sun distance  = 1.5 1011 m

δφR= 2.13 10-6  =1.75’’

Expected deflection

 ds 
 dTS =4.7 10-3 = 16’ = 962 ‘’ 

Sun radius seen by the earth



The deflection of the light  by the sun

   Measure during the eclipse     
          
 Eddington (1919)  

Campbell and Trumpler (1922)

Jones (1971)  

  γ=1 +- 0.3

  γ=1 +- 0.3

  γ=1 +- 0.1

Radio waves -Very Large Base Interferometer (VLBI)
Fomalont & Sramek (1975)
Robertson (1991)
Shapiro (1995) 

γ=1 +- 0.01

γ=1 +- 0.001



Eclipse method

This method consits in comparing by accurate measures 
    a photograph of the stars surrounding the eclipsed sun 
with a photograph of the same stars taken either at night or 
in another time of the year  when the sun is in another part 
of the sky.

Problems:
• Distorsion of the reprodution of the star field by the optical 
 instruments. (temperature change during the eclipse) 
• Disturbing effect of the uneven illumination of the background
• Abnormal refraction of the earth and solar atmosphere 
• Correction of stellar aberrations (20’’)

                            Campbell and Trumpler (1922)



Position at the eclipse Six months later



Eddington 1919



Star position



50’

Star position shift
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Eddington plate I



Tables of deflections

The units here are in the division of the micrometric screw: 1 div = 6.25’’



Star shift 
Campbell and Trumpler (1922)

They consider 99 stars

This allows them to 
check the 1/r law



Data analysis 
Only 7 of the 13 stars are useful
Least  square method 

Eddington (1919)



Computed values of α



Computed values of α

′′





Star deflection
Campbell and Trumpler (1922)

They use a different strategy

They compute the residuals 
once the rotation and shifts 
have been subtracted from the 
values of  Δ





Conclusions on eclipse experiments

The results of these experiments in 1920-1930 can be 
summarized:  

• The Newton gravitation is excluded. It is clearly outside  
the error bars. 

• It is difficult to say that General Relativity is the only 
possible theory with an error of 30% 

The results of the measurements in 1971 were better than these  
of about 10% of error bars. However another technique appeared 



Radio waves technique and  
the Very Large Base Interferometer (VLBI)

• Principle of the measurement

• Corrections for the sun and earth ionospheres 

• Results 



Principle of VLBI

In the correlator the signals 
are added and  the intensity 
measured 

Sc



Principle of VLBI



VLBI



Principle of VLBI



Three stars have been chosen. 
They are almost collinear and separated by almost 10°

The A source  (0116+08) is covered by the sun the 11 april 1976
 
In contrast to eclipse method this experiment can be repeated 

The measuring sequence is : CABAC



Problems 



 Results (Formalont-Sramek 1975)



 Results (Formalont-Sramek 1975)



Relativity of time

• Four atomic clocks  

• Travel around the world 

• Measure of the time difference



Test of the clocks



Results 



Relativistic red-shift

Relativistic red shift

Doppler



Measure of the frequency shift of a maser source transported by a
 spacecraft launched at 107 m by a rocket.  

Direct measurement



Predictions for second order doppler during the flight

 fA= 1.4 GHz



Diagram



Simplified diagram 

f1f3

f2

 f1=frequency emitted by the 
satellite and received by the earth 
station

 f2=frequency emitted by the earth 
station and received by the 
satellite

 f3=frequency retransmitted by the 
satellite and received by the earth 
station





 Results I



Results II




